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There is a mistake in §5 of my previous note [6], and the results (2)
and (3) of theorem 5.5 on pages 28 and 39 are incorrect. This theorem
should be replaced by

Theorem 5.5. Let w>4.
(1) There exists a unique isotopy class of embeddings of CP" in RA".
(2) There exist countable isotopy classes ofembeddings of CP" in Ru'\
(3) There exists a unique isotopy class of embeddings of CP" in Rin 2

for n^2r.

This note contains some corrections of [6, §5] and the proof of (2) and
(3) of the above.

1. Some Corrections. In this note, denote simply by SZ the quotient
manifold SZH+1,2 of [6. (1.3)] and let a be the real line bundle associated
with the double covering Z„, 1>2 >SZ. (In [6, §5], we consider also a as the
real linebundle associated with the double covering CP" x CP"- A >(CP")*.)
Let @ be the 5ml-bundle associated with ml and let @(jii(Sm 1)) be the
bundle of coefficients with fiber TniS""1) associated with @. Then the ob
structions for the existence of a non-zero crosssectionof ml are the elements
of HU\SZ\ ^(7r,(5m l))) and the obstructions for two given non-zero cross
sections being homotopic are the elements of H\SZ\ ^(^(S'"-1)))- If m is
even, then the bundle of coefficients ^(tt,(S"'-')) is trivial since ml is orient-
able, and so the above cohomology groups with local coefficients coincide
with the ordinary cohomology groups.

Therefore the cohomology groups H*(SZ; Tr^S'"1)) for odd m in [6, §5,
pp. 38-39] should be replaced by H*(SZ; m(ni(Sm'1))).

2. Proof of Theorem 5.5. (2). By [4, §37.5] and [6, Prop. 5.2 (2)], it is
sufficient to show that HA'-2(SZ; ^(7r4„-2(S4"-2))) = Z. Since (4rc-l)A is un-
orientable, the bundle ofcoefficients ^(7r.,„_2(S"'̂ 2)) with fiber 7r4„_2(S4"-2) =
Z is not trivial by [4, §38. 12]. Let @' be the tangent sphere bundle of SZ.
Because SZ is a (4«-2)-dimensional unorientable manifold by Q6, Th. 4.15],
the bundle of coefficients 33'(ti.u-z(S'x"-*)) with fiber n4ll^(SA"-3)=Z is not
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trivial by [4, §38. 12]. Since nv(SZ)=Z2, which is easily seen, two bundles
of coefficients ^(7r4„_2(S4w-2)) and '̂(tt4„_3(SA"-3)) with fiber Z are equivalent.
Therefore we obtain HA"~2(SZ; @{n4n_2(SAn 2)))=HAn'2(SZ; 0'(7r.i»-3(S4"-3))).
Referring to [4, §39. 5], we have HA"~2(SZ; ^'(k4„^(Sa"-3)))=Z and so
H'l"-2(SZ; ^(7r4M_2(S4«-2))) = Z.

3. Proof of Theorem 5.5. (3). Consider the S4"~3-bundle p: E >SZ
associated with (4n-2)l. It is sufficient to show that there exists a unique
homotopy class of cross sections of this sphere bundle. Since (4n —2)1 is
orientable, there exists a Postnikov system {Eh ph A,-}fel where p{: E{ >Ei.l
is the principal fibration with fiber £(7r4„_4+I(S4"-3), 4»-4 + i) induced by
&':£,_! >K(n4H_4+i(S*"-3\ 4»-3 + «) and he E >E{ is a (4»-3-H)-equi-
valence(*> and a lifting of A,_! (E0 = SZ, h0=p).

E2 ->L^K(Z2, 4»)

pi

El-£±-.K(Z2,4n-l)

Pi

Eo-^—K(Zi4n-2)

Since h2 is a (4»- l)-equivalence and SZ is a (4«-2)-dimensional manifold
[6, Th. 4.15], [SZ, E\ id] is equivalent, as a set, to [SZ, £3; id] by [2, Th.
3.2] where [X, F; j'cT] denotes the set of homotopy classes of cross sections
of a fibration Y >X. Using the methods of [3], we shall showe that [~SZ,
E2\ id] consists of one element.

Let F=QK{Z, 4n-2)= K(Z, 4»-3) and let C=K(Z2, 4»-l) which is
considered as a topological group. Since the first invariant kl represents the
Euler class of (4n-2)l, which is zero for n#2r, we have Ex=Fx SZ. Let

m:FxEx=Fx{FxSZ) >Et=FxSZ

be the action defined by

m{v, {11, x)) = (vyju, x) for x € SZ, v, ju c F

where vy/i is the composite of loops vand n in F[3, §§ 2-3]. Let f=k2: Ey =
FxSZ >C and let

/i:(Fx£h*x£i) >(C,*)

f2:PFxEx >PC, f2:QFxEx >J2C,

<*' Amap g: X >Yis called an n-equivalence for n>1 if#*: »,(*) »*,( Y) is isomorphic for
</<n and epimorphic for 5= n.
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denote the maps defined by

/i0, y)=f(m(v, j))-[/(/n(*, j))]"1

Mfi, y)(0=/iC«(0, y\ f2=f2\QFxEu

where PF (resp. PC) denotes the path space of F (resp. C) and v c F, yc Eu
yc PF, te I [3, §4]. By the definition of f2, it follows that

/2(£VC y)=M€, J)V/2(C y) for $,CcQF, ycEx.

Let -rj be the homotopy class of a cross section s: SZ >2?i of /?i: Ex >SZ
and let 0 be the homotopy class of f=k2. Define

A{0, i)\ \_SZ, QF] >[SZ, QC]

as follows; for a map a: SZ >QF, let b: SZ >QC be the map given by

(1) b(x)=f2(a(x),s(x)) for x CSZ.

Put J(0, ?)M =[6] in ISZ, QC]. Then J(0, 7): [_SZ, QF] >[_SZ, QC] is
well-defined and a homomorphism. Since [_SZ, QC] is isomorphic to HAn\SZ\
Z2), we regard A(6,7?) as J(0, ??): [~SZ, QF] >HA"~2(SZ; Z2). For the de
termination of A{0, 7}\ we prepare some results.

Let a denote the suspension homomorphism of the path fibration QA >
PA p >A and H\A) stand for Hl(A; Z2) unless otherwise stated. Consider
the following diagram:

HAn 2(QC) — ir>'-HQC, *) 1 -HU,~\PC, QC)

1 " I "
HAn\QFxE,y HA'-2«QF, *)x /i,)^~//"'~1((P/'; QF)xEx)

. f HA'"\C, *)—5—-HAn-\C)
f I 'T j

J^li/^1-1^, *)xEx)—IIA"-\FxEi)

The commutativity of this diagram implies that

(2) (.<rxid)ft=ft<r.

Let *and J denote the mod 2 reductions of the characteristic classes of F=
K(Z, 4/i-3) and QF, and let t' and ?' denote the characteristic classes of C=
K{Z2, 4n-l) and QC, respectively. Then

(3) o-(c)=c, 6{t')=t.

By the definition of fx :Fx Ex >C, we have
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(4) /?(0 = m*/*(0-lx/*(0 in HA"-\FxEx).

Now/*(*') is the element of HAn~\Fx SZ)r\Kerhf and HA"~\Fx SZ)r\Kerh:f
= HA"-l(F)(g>H°(SZ) + HA"-\F)®H2(SZ) has {S92«g)l, «g>t/2, «g>Cl} as
basis by [6, Th. 4,9]. Hence f*(t') has the form /*(*')=£iS?2*01 +
s2c<g>v2 + e3c<g>cx, where £, = 0 or 1 (i = l, 2, 3). Referring to [5, IV], we have
£i=e2 = l. £3= 0 and so

(5) /V)=V«®i + <®»2.

By the definition of m: Fx(FxSZ) >FxSZ, m*: H*(F)<g>H*(SZ) >
H*(F)<g>H*(F)<g>H*(SZ) is given by

(6) m*(x <g) y)= x <g) l<g)y+ l(g>x<g)y for the primitiveelement x c H*(F).

Using the above preparation, we now compute A(0, tj).

A(0,V)Ea] = b*(?)

= d*(a x .s)*/*(0 by (1), where d is the diagonal map of SZ

= d*(axs)*f%a(t') by (3)

= d*(ax s)*(ff x id)f*(c') by (2)

= d*(axs)*(ffxid)(m*f*(c')-l<g)f*(c')) by (4)

= d*(aXs)*((TXid){m*(Sqh<g>l + c<g)v2)- l<g)(Sq2C<g>l + C<g)v2)} by (5)

= d*(a x s)*(ff x id)(Sq2c <g> 1<g> 1+ c<g> 1<g> v2) by (6)

= d*(aXs)*(Sq2c<g>l®l+ c<g)l<g)v2) by (3)

= Sg2a*(J) + a*(<>2 in HA"~2(SZ).

The element cfr+,-2ci of HA"~\SZ) (n=2r+ s, 0^s<2r is contained in the
iamge of the mod 2 reduction and so there exists a: SZ >QF such that
a*(0=cf41-2c|. For such a map a, A(d, y)[a] =Sq2(c\"x-2cl)+c2x^-2cf2v2^Q,
because c2x"l-2cs2v2^0 and cfr+1-1 =0 by [6, Prop. 4.14]. Thus A(6, j); [SZ,
QF] >[SZ, QC] is an epimorphism. While \_SZ, F] = HA"~3(SZ; Z) = 0 by
[6, Th. 4.10]. Using [3, Th. 4.3], [SZ, E2; id] consists of one element and
so there exists a unique isotopy class of embeddings of CP" in RA"~2 for
ra=V2r.

Remark. Theorem 5.5. (2) is a special case of A. Haefliger's theorem of
[1,1.3. e] for V=CP",k=l,
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